TEMPLATE FOR DISCIPLESHIP QUAD
INVITATION FOLLOW-UP EMAIL
Please feel free to personalize this text.

[Name of Person],
I am so grateful for our conversation about the Discipleship Quad. Even if you decide not to join this Quad, it was
a joy to share about this discipleship journey with you.
Discipleship is about being committed to living a life of faith as taught to us by Jesus and being further committed
to sharing this life of faith with others to make other disciples. A Discipleship Quad is a great way to do this. As
such, I want to invite you to be a part of it.
The plan is that we would:
1. Meet once a week for approximately a year at a mutually agreed upon time and place.
2. Study the lessons provided in the Discipleship Quad Guidebook. This is available for free at
steubenvilleconferences.com.
3. Prayerfully commit to the Quad and the possibility of starting a new Quad at the completion of this one.
Related to #3 above, how neat is it that we would start with us four and then would multiply into 16 people after a
year… and then after that we would multiply into 64 people… and so on!
I’ve attached the Discipleship Quad Commitment, which outlines the commitments we’ll make to each other.
Please pray about this, but do not feel obligated. This will not work if you join out of guilt or obligation. Please
only commit if you feel like God is really calling you and if there is a desire on your heart to fully participate in the
Quad. At the same time, please do not let fear hold you back from committing. God will give you a deep peace that
penetrates through the fear if he is calling you to join this Quad.
Thank you for being willing to take the time to pray through this material and consider this Quad. I am excited to
be on this journey with you.
Let me know if you have any questions. My phone number is [Your Phone Number].
Know of my prayers for you,
[Your Name]
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